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In The Mare and the Mouse, the first book in the Stories of My Horses trilogy, Mart&#237;n

Prechtel sets loose his mystical memoir of a few mixed-breed horses who transform into allies

of mythic proportions by his one-of-a-kind style of maneuvering through the rugged beauty of

New Mexico. Together, they out-canter disillusionment and bitter despair, coursing into a dawn

of beauty and humor.This second book, The Wild Rose, continues the saga of re-finding the

horses of Prechtel's reservation-youth, which were assumed extinct, along with all the wild

vicissitudes, truly magical happenings, and unique pre-cowboy Southwestern horse

knowledge. This is the account of his struggle to gather a herd of these old-time Barb horses,

who in the process become counselors and co-conspirators in the cause.The Wild Rose

chronicles what it takes for Indigenous beauty and wild vitality to live, disappear, reappear,

revive, and thrive in the modernity's unsympathetic clatter, and seems to hint the self-spinning

condition of today's mindset is a spiritual illness that can cease being the relentless oppressor

of Nature, open land, and Naturalness in People, and re-find its own health and nobility of soul
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MireGlossaryAcknowledgmentsNoticeAll three volumes of the Stories of My Horses are meant

as an overdue love letter and tribute to all the horses of my life and my beloved New Mexico for

the spiritual nourishment and down-to-earth vitality that like a beautiful blanket has kept me

warm and hopeful through the cold cynical blizzard of modernity’s compromised sense of

wonder.While every adventure, misadventure, and episode found in these books took place

precisely where and how they are described, I have taken the liberty of assigning alternative

names for most but not all of the humans in my eternal faith that even mean people can

change for the better, but also to protect the sweeter kind from any retribution from those that

won’t change and to respect the privacy of the shy. None of the horse’s names have been

changed so they can be remembered again by those who knew them.DisclaimerNeither the

Publisher nor the Author accepts any liability for any mishaps, accidents, or any damages to

people, property, or animals occurring from anyone who after reading the Stories of My Horses

is erroneously led to act on any of the opinions expressed herein as advice of any type or who

foolishly decides that they should try to re-enact any of the episodes described in these books

in their own lives!A DedicationBecause the undeniable presence of Pueblo people’s early

expertise with the old magnificent breed of horse on which their European oppressors arrived

has been consciously and unfairly diminished, dismissed, or completely written out of the

record of horse history by Euro-American academics, all three books of this series Stories of

My Horses, are dedicated to the Tewa, Tiwa, Towa, Ashiwi, and especially the Keres speaking

villages of the area now called New Mexico. These Pueblo people were indisputably the very

first North American First Nation tribes to ever ride, drive, own, and raise horses. Despite four

and a half centuries of colonial oppression, it was the original Native Pueblo people’s continued

proficiency with, reverence for, and adoption of the old Spanish Mesta-raised horses into the



heart of their spiritual lives that actually converted these unique horses right out from under

their own would-be religious converters, turning the colonialist’s animals into the very different

and fine Native horses they became. Either directly or indirectly it was from these Pueblo herds

that all the great Native horse cultures—of the Plains, Prairies, and Northwest, of the entire

American and Canadian west—received their first “indigified horses” upon whose backs their

renowned mobility sky rocketed into the prominence their memory still maintains in the history

of the North American Native West.IntroductionEvery Backyard Rose Has a Wild HeartThis

series, The Stories of My Horses, is not just a compendium of imaginative romantic narratives

written to casually entertain the horse loving public.As romantically remembered as they might

seem to be, they are actually straightforward historical accounts of what happens when a life-

loving fool like me, a native of that beautiful land-locked, cultural island called Northern New

Mexico, who in the latter half of the 20th century, decides he must live his everyday life in direct

defiance of the soul shrinking threat of modernity’s earth-wrecking ugliness and mediocre

existence, by keeping some modicum of the bright shine and outrageous living passion of our

real souls alive by flying free and beautiful on the backs of flesh and blood horses over a live

unpeopled, unmanicured land.None of these horses or what happened with them were

conjured out of my head, they just seeped into my life like water into a spring, for I knew every

one of them personally and lived the life described herein. One of these horses, as of this

writing, though very old, still graces our corrals, alongside his great-granddaughters and sons,

by the Ojo Caliente creek.They really did dance with bands in parades, one really had a mouse

for a suitor, another bravely fought and killed a mailbox, all of them bucked, one was born in a

snowdrift, another under ice, another sliced to the teeth with tin and was sutured up with his

own tail hair, they really did save lives, they really lived, loved, died and did all those things

written here in these three books, but never at a safe distance, never at arm’s length. I was

always on top of them singing when they danced, there when we bucked, got rolled on, kicked,

or run away with. I was the one who doctored their illnesses, wept for their deaths, made their

saddles, and a billion other things we did together and was in turn infused with veritable life

when their courage, speed, beauty, sense of humor, weird quirks, and liveliness forced me,

through my love for them, to jettison all spiritual laziness, thereby understanding the Holiness

in Nature by their natures, despite my young angry self.No, I didn’t want these stories to divert

the reader’s mind away from life but to cause them to get away from the screen, out the door

and into life.I wanted these stories to inspire the same courage in you that these little powerful

horses have always given me, so you could again find your little-kid smile and the bright eyes

of the very young, as if seeing the natural, vital world for the first time, and thereby make the

brilliance of your own more original soul find a way to shine out of the prison walls of

modernity’s shallow choices of inorganic self-designation, to shine out of the cynical myopia of

the age where nothing is good enough. The Stories of My Horses are intended to bust you out

of that complacent-citified-cybermaimed-settler-brain we were handed and tendered as reality;

to ride again beautifully your own story-horses, not away from life but directly into life, where

the freedom of being well right where you nobly stand, becomes the delicious motive for getting

up in the morning.There was a time, and in some small pockets it is still that time, where no

matter how tough or weird life seemed to get, certain cultures and people still had lives with

enough room to make mistakes, enough time to strengthen their souls and work out their

troubles, lives with permission enough to ingenuously shine, where people weren’t ashamed of

their bright eyes and sweet smiles.Let’s face it, even the toughest boring curmudgeon, or the

quietest forgotten child, or the most pessimistic environmentalist, or the most self-righteous,

cynical, low-vocabulary millennial hipster may feel they are too sophisticated or embarrassed



to admit it, but very deep down, like all people who love the world’s animals, plants and people,

their hearts want a world where they could live exuberantly romantic, a world lyrically

expressed, unabashedly unhip and filled with the seriously tangible deliciousness of a heroic

soul who struggles magically to antidote the one-size-fits all dead rhythm-drone of modernity’s

long promised delivery of the brave new world.I say it’s alright to be a romantic, it’s alright to be

heroic, but never in service to hate or success over other humans. For life is not about function

or about getting there, it’s only the beauty of how you go that really matters. Getting there

doesn’t matter but creating a time of hope and real life that you will never see, by the way you

go towards it, does matter.If loving the small details of the natural world, the details of the small

farm, loving the fascinating details of the small home of a truly big thinker, loving the complex

symphony of the smallest birds, or to have the courage to keep alive the beauty of a deeply

lived small existence without causing suffering to land or animals, or by loving the differences

in the beauty of people’s skins, languages, music and food and thought ways is being naïvely

romantic, then yes I’m a romantic.I’ll admit I’m a romantic and heroic. But to be honest, it’s not

my fault: it’s the fault of all the horses I’ve ever known. For horses since forever, real horses I

mean, have always been romantic, noble and heroic by definition of their very existence, and to

be with them well, you too have to develop a soul that corresponds!In my romantic struggle for

beauty in an unromantic mechanical age, my horses, simply by how they were, and how we

looked, and how we were together, although no more than a tiny broadside against the ghost

ship of mediocrity of this crazy age was some kind of victory just by the fact that we still

existed. Horses inspire courage against hopeless odds just by their courage and beauty.To

describe this funny micro-struggle of mine, I figured that one simple two-hundred-and-fifty-

page book would suffice. I designated this book The Mare and the Mouse and proceeded to lay

out the tales of the mad antics of all the horses I began to buy, supple and resell during the

1980’s while seeking life and refuge in the mountains of New Mexico after returning from those

beautiful, but tragically terminated days in the Mayan highlands of Guatemala.Not only did I

underestimate the number of horses I’d actually owned and ridden, but I grossly

underestimated the number of wild episodes we were involved in until two hundred and fifty

pages became more than a thousand, with me still plowing ahead! I had to break them into

thirds and thus the trilogy Stories of My Horses was born.Where The Mare and the Mouse

leaves off The Wild Rose immediately takes up: at the point in time where I ceased buying and

suppling grade horses, and was now only interested in gathering up a small herd of the very

old New Mexico/Spanish originated, Native American finessed and land-raced descendants of

the same horses upon whose backs I rode as a child, whose rare presence had unexpectedly

reappeared from their assumed extinction, all to my great delight.At that time we were still

camped up on the Glorieta Creek, at the base of those same Pine, Fir, Juniper covered cliffs at

eight thousand feet at the southernmost reach of the North American Rockies, surrounded by

wild Roses…Chapter 1The Guardian Horse of the Water Monster SpringsAll along the edges

of the lives we led inside the mountains of our exile, the modern world of course prevailed.

Though we could just barely hear the rumble of its never satisfied, half-awake, mad rush to

everywhere and nowhere coming in on the breeze from the interstate a mile off, we paid it little

mind.From where our tents, cabins and corrals sat in the forested canyons, we just continued

to grow our old-time native blue corn, eat our home-grown chile, steep our teas from plants the

wild hills behind us allowed our hands to take, and with water hauled up to the camp from the

clear eddies in the creek we bathed inside our mountain steam bath.To this day highland

Guatemala’s Mayan Indians love the venerable institution of the touj: their version of the steam

bath. Though the fixed, rectangular, oven-like, low timber and wood building to which they were



accustomed was not quite feasible where we now made our home, we continued this

traditional way of bathing, but in a style that was new to us. To keep alive a lot of old country

traditions, we had to absorb a lot of old local Native ways of doing similar things, which made it

all seem fresh.From our Native friends and clients, especially those from the Diné area who

continued to call on us, we learned to build, bathe, and keep from dying of winter cold in sweat

houses of a more Apache-Navajo design.Becenti, besides being the commissioner of New

Mexico’s McKinley County and one of my most dedicated clients, was also a medicine man—a

traditional Navajo Hatali. As both a peer and a friend, it was he, with his family, who directed

our little clan how to adapt and construct a Diné style sweat house, which served the purpose

of a Tzutujil touj very well. When overworked and feeling undone we would all pile into the hot

vapors and slowly sweat ourselves back to life. But when I’d gone too deep and too far in my

doctoring of the people, I applied to him for assistance, as well as he did me. In the form of

various shorter Navajo curing ceremonials which I had Becenti sing over me, he would bring

me back into Hozhro.For those rituals with which I doctored his sons, daughters, wife,

grandchildren and in-laws, as well as the ceremonies he administered for me and mine, the

presence of clear, unfrightened, untamed, magical water was always central and the first thing

we both had to gather. In some cases this could be Rainwater, or even melted Hail, Snow or

Sleet. But both of our traditions felt that the life-giving spirit resident in natural water was

frightened out of the water by metallic storage tanks and plumbing making it de-natured. Such

scared water could not heal the sick, but itself needed doctoring as much as a sick person to

make it natural again.On the other hand, water from a natural spring was considered powerfully

endowed with the direct substance of the Holy Beings in Nature. From some springs male

water trickled, while others held pools of female water, in some springs both male and female

water bubbled up. Though distinct and separate in language, tribe, landscape and ritual theory,

the procedure and ceremonial etiquette of how one should receive and carry water away from

such springs had so many practically identical customs that Becenti and I would sometimes

economize and gather our ceremonial waters together, either driving or riding horseback with

our respective offerings to specific wild, untapped springs.There we both conversed directly

with the bubbling water, each in our own language, reiterating the mythological history to the

Deity form residing within. We both agreed, as well, that it was no good to talk third person

about somebody if they’re standing right in front of you as if they were absent. And since the

water of the bubbling spring didn’t only house a God, the water actually was the God or

Goddess, He or She was very present and therefore we spoke directly to the Holy Water.In a

dry, mysterious place like New Mexico, it almost goes without saying that the presence of

springs are special to everyone, not just Natives. But because the ceremonies of life-

maintenance we did in the present came from a time before the European interruption, some

Natives knew more about the memory and whereabouts of springs that had once existed, long

before anybody’s time, some of which could no longer be seen. Those who made the maps

today didn’t know about these.Most beautiful of all were those caved-in ancient springs which

originally bubbled out of the land into kiva-like rooms sunk into the earth around them—sacred

subterranean chambers whose floors were pools. Here, much older cultures had maintained

their sophisticated rituals right in the water inside the ground. These places were still

considered inhabited by the water’s spirit though no water could be seen, having dried up, and

the walls in ruins.The mystic reality we’d all been told was that when these original people had

moved or disappeared, the presence of the water went with them. However the memories of

these places are still remembered by today’s Native ritual societies, who even though the water

was gone, the Holy water bowl and medicine preparation in the ceremonies that necessitated



the memory of that particular spiritual spring’s water presence could be now supplied by

melting snow or rainwater that naturally collected in the precincts of the residual jumble of

these old tumbled-in water temples.Mr. Becenti, because of his ritual education, had spoken

many times of an eastern spring that lay somewhere in the area surrounding our camp. It

belonged to a Towa people affiliated with the powerful Pecos Pueblo one hundred and fifty

years previous, before they were forced to emigrate to Jemez Pueblo, a Pueblo traditionally

allied with certain clans of Navajo people. Becenti still knew what the spring spiritually signified

in the ritual geography of the long story from which the ceremonies he wielded derived their

procedure to heal. And I knew exactly where that spring lay, for it was still alive and bubbling

and very much in everyday use both by Natives and non-natives. To that very same spring,

more than any other, I regularly took my offerings to pray for the health of our family and my

clients. An old stone Pueblo shrine was still alive there, hidden in the bristly undergrowth of wild

raspberries, above and behind a small cave mouth out of which tinkling water flowed into a

stone rimmed pool in front. But old Spanish speaking families living in remote hillside villages

thereabouts also relied on this spring for all their drinking water. They called it the Ojo

Sarco.Becenti and I concurred that water from this spring should be the one I should use this

time in the doings to restore his wife’s ancient mother, who, because of Navajo custom, Becenti

himself was not allowed to doctor. Her family had brought her to our camp after she’d rolled out

of a truck and was pretty bruised up. What she wanted of me was to divine the spiritual reason

behind her mishap, find out what trespass they had committed, causing some God or Force,

maybe Lightning or a Bear or the Snakes or whomsoever it might have been, to cause her to

be hurt by an insulted Earth. She wanted a ceremony that would inspire the Holy cause of her

mishap to personally come spiritually to my ritual and restore the woman and to become

friendly with her destiny again. Native healing relies on realigning an entire situation: the history

and sequence of the cause of distress. It was not simple-minded and mechanical like modern

medicine.No one is young enough to go unhurt when rolling out of trucks when a door

unexpectedly flies open while driving down the highway, but this lady was very old, way too old

to be rolling out of moving vehicles. She was pretty beat up, but she was not frail. And for all

that, she was unconcerned about her bruised body, she knew that would heal on its own. What

she wanted was a way to restore the Hozhro again, the good-happy-everybody-doing-well kind

of being, so accidents like this would cease!Tough people like this woman are not only born

from their mothers that way, but the lives they lead are their real mothers, from whose

vicissitudes and necessity a resilient body and vision of life are kneaded into their being as

they mature. The way of life she’d always known made her vital and pliable, and her strength,

like many other women of her day, is what made them patient enough to be grateful for the

lives they’d been dealt. One third of her was created by her people’s lifestyle, another third of

her came from the people she was born to, and one third of her tenacity came from the rugged

land itself, whose supernatural ordinances made her who she was.The Diné Navajos have

many permutations of a large array of beautiful ceremonies that are prescribed to realign

goodness in the event of various mishaps or sicknesses. Very logically her people thought she

should have had a traditional Diné Inaji ceremony sung over her, but this old lady had her own

ideas and insisted that Martín and his rituals were what she wanted to put things right with the

Hozhro. This bimasani always mystified me with the friendship we enjoyed and the complete

faith she had with my half-breed origins and my tribal medicine from faraway. It was she who

had named Zajlani, my mare, the year past during their last visit.In the meantime Zajlani had

dropped a beautiful, solid seal-bay colored colt some three months previous, and whenever I

rode out on his mama in the unpeopled land he just ran right alongside us. This was the old



method of training a young horse the world over: because all animals learn most everything

they know, both good and bad, from their mamas. If Mom could be ridden or driven and baby

comes along participating in every motion, baby learns very quickly how to do everything that

Mama does, and it’s not long before the little horse is saddled or harnessed and being ridden

or driven.Accidentally bred through a fairly conducive rubber band fence, Zajlani had arrived to

our mountains already pregnant. Nobody mentioned she might have had a foal in her belly

when they sold her to us, but to our great delight, one morning there he was, a big knobby-

kneed bay colt loudly suckling his patient mother’s udders. The colt was beautiful, Zajlani had

plenty of milk, all was fine. I guess that was the beginning of my horse breeding days even

though I don’t think I realized it yet.The morning of our pilgrimage to the spring, this good-

looking colt ran circles around us as Becenti and I rode up into the mountains. Becenti was an

open-country man from livestock herding Navajos who knew how to ride really well; he was a

great companion. Once we were out of earshot of the camp, out in the woods and within the

earshot of the Gods who live only in the wild, Becenti started singing, a lot like I always did.A

retired member of the Navajo Mounted Police, Becenti rode very erect, a little bit like a cavalry

soldier, while I, the half-breed, rode more like a crazy Native. We laughed a lot about it. With

the colt running circles around us, we jogged up and over the ridge behind the camp and then

down and past the Pecos River and up the opposite slopes to an almost hidden cañoncito

whose narrow sides were covered in Oaks, Firs, and Wild Raspberry bushes. After opening a

side gate and passing around a cattle guard into BLM land, we found our way temporarily

blocked by a band of thirty golden-colored heifer cows and their calves who just stood and

stared at us.Just as I was about to shoo them off our trail to let us by, an out-of-breath old

fellow on foot, with a big, antique .44 revolver in his belt dropped out of the surrounding woods

and walking briskly up to where we pulled up, accosted me in not too friendly a fashion:“Who

the hell do you think you are? You think you’re something, eh?”“Well sir, my mother told me I

was a human being, and if that’s something I guess you’re right.”“Well, did your mama tell you

you could go on other people’s land without asking first?”Becenti was about to respond, but I

signaled him to hold off a minute.Like myself, Becenti knew by the style of fencing through

which we’d just ridden that technically we were on public land open to us all, but it wasn’t

prudent to challenge this old-time Spanish man’s ancestral claim to land. Land that his family

no doubt still considered communally deeded to them by an old Spanish land grant for their

village, but out of which they’d no doubt been illegally divested. The notorious political

chicanery of American corruption in the 1920’s and before had done the same to so many

others, and on this old issue so much bad blood and unresolved grief still sat fresh in people’s

hearts statewide.Though I’d never met him, I was pretty sure who this old guy might be, so I

took a long shot.“Those are pretty nice looking cows you got there. They’re all golden, eh? Are

they all yours?”Becenti looked down at his saddle horn grinning quietly to himself.His pistol

pulling mighty heavy on the pants of such a skinny guy, the old man grunted, sneered, pushed

his hat back, then looking grim started winding up to speak when I acted on a hunch:“Mr.

Maestas, can I ask you a question?”“Why’d you call me Mr. Maestas, I don’t know you?”“Isn’t

that your name? Pedro Maestas, the man from up the canyon whose son is a plumber, and

whose family’s been here a long time, and whose family is famous for their golden cows, who

sometimes milks them, and the milk is really good for ice cream?”Startled and not sure which

way to head, he looked off at Becenti who was suppressing his grin, eyes bugged out, still

staring hard at his saddle horn.“Yeah. That’s me, who told you that anyway?” still sounding

pissed off.“What do you mean? Everybody knows you.”Silence, the smell of cows, Zajlani’s colt

whinnied out his cute, gravelly little sound. More silence. Only then did I speak.“Look Mr.



Maestas, can I ask you a question?”Our horses were getting pretty antsy, pawing the ground

and increasingly difficult to keep still.“Okay, what you want to ask?”“Is it alright if Mr. Becenti

and I, with our horses, cross over your land here to get up to the old Ojo Sarco on the side of

the mesa there? We came to get some spring water.”All of the sudden smiling and petting my

horse, Pedro laughed:“Sure, why not, don’t be crazy, you don’t have to ask! When you guys are

done come on over to the house and have some coffee.” It was all a normal New Mexico “how

d’ya do?”. I’d grown up with a whole generation of beautiful heartbroken people whose nobility

just needed you to recognize the legitimacy of their presence. I really wasn’t any

different.Whistling and yelling, we helped Mr. Maestas drive his cows where he directed, up the

trail to the ridge top, way past where we should have cut off. Then we turned our horses around

and headed back down towards the spring, waving to the friendly old fellow on our way

down.Grinning like a little kid, Becenti leaned over to me from the saddle as we descended,

“you know this land doesn’t belong to him.”I laughed and replied, “Yeah, but it used to, and you

Navajos probably think it all still belongs to you!” And continuing our joke as we arrived to the

spring: “One thing I do know is this land sure as hell doesn’t belong to me, it belongs to the

Holies.”“Hasho. Hasho.” Becenti concurred laughing.The entrance to the spring always looked

different every time I went there. There were still remote mountain families with houses glued

to the sides of slopes who counted on this spring’s water for all their drinking and cooking.

People were always adjusting or even hiding its approach to keep the water clean. Today, we

found it had been fenced with cedar branches, wired to keep cows and elks from loitering in the

water and fouling the little pool in front of the cave from where the clear water gently rippled

out. But someone had the good thought to dig some little rivulets lined with stones to allow a

small amount of water to run out from under the little fence to fill some shallow mint-lined side

pools where any animal could drink to their heart’s desire, but be less inspired to topple the

fence trying to get into the clean water.We tied our horses to some scrub oaks behind the cave

and after climbing up to the shrine cleverly hidden in the brush, we made our prayers there and

left our offerings. I pulled out the little clay pot from my saddle bags we’d brought along to fetch

the sacred water. Then pushing off our boots, rolling up our pants, we crouched down and sort

of half crawling, waded into the little cave.At the back, on a rock ledge, I balanced the empty

pot so it would slowly fill up with water from the little drips raining down from the stalactites on

the ceiling of the grotto. This was the Male Water which always falls vertically down. Such water

came from the Sun himself and was just what we’d hoped for. Female Water was that clear,

delicious liquid singing up from the Earth’s rocky floor.This cave’s pool was known to Natives

as the Water Monster Springs. Like tiny dragons, newts with their frilly gills flitted around, these

were the water monster’s babies. Becenti caught one and dropped him into the pot with a

turquoise bead as a gift. He’d come home with us to witness our doings and I’d bring him back

and release him here again in a couple of days. When we began our singing, the cave echoed

and thudded so powerfully with the song that the pool rippled in rings from the audial force.

When Becenti’s songs were over, he drank deeply from the pot, then passed the pot to me and

I did the same. Then replacing the pot, we let her fill all the way up while together we sang my

songs. Both our songs were our prayers and the water filled up with them. We concentrated

and sang hard, trying to ignore the loud rumble and ruckus of horse squealing and hoof-beat

thunder rolling over our heads in the grassy glade above the cave.Once we’d come to the end

of our prayer singing, surmising that our horses might have gotten loose, we ran out to take a

look. While our animals were still dutifully picketed and tied, a little butter-colored gelding, with

a long neck like an eel, was rearing and gnashing his teeth and violently charging Zajlani’s colt

who I’d left grazing free, trying to drive him off and away from his mother, like stallions do to



breed their mamas. The strange thing of it was this obnoxious assailant was not a stallion, but

a fat and intrepid gelding with shiny dappled sides, a big hard head with a short skunk mane

and a long tail. Zajlani, though tied, had already taken a lot of fur and a flap of skin off the

intruder’s chest with her own furious mule kicks.Becenti whispered: “Look at that crazy horse,

he’s got the same face as your colt!”I looked and he was right. They had the same expressive

jaw lines and eye set. Becenti tapped my arm and pointed with his lips at the gelding. “If you

could catch that horse, you and I could make some money.”I turned and stared at him detecting

some ancient eager delight, which I took to be that of an old-time Navajo horse thief. “What

d’ya mean, he probably belongs to somebody?”“Ya maybe, but that horse is the Horse of the

Sun. Check him out. He could outrun an Antelope, he’s bound to be fast.”“No way! Look at that

his neck,” I said, “it’s like a snake, and his butt’s all jacked up like a redneck truck, it’s a full head

higher than his withers.”“Exactly! That’s just what makes him fast!”“I thought the Horse of the

Sun was an Abalone Horse (a Roan Paint)?”“Oh yeah, some people say that, but only in the

summer. This is a Winter Sun’s Horse, he’s very fast, that’s why winter days are so short,

because he runs his race so much faster!”“Ah ha,” I said in wonder, for I’d never heard that

part.“I wonder whose horse he is? He’s probably not wild because he’s up here all by himself,

plus he’s gelded, just pretending to be a stallion.” Then grinning Becenti said, “maybe his

owner would sell him to you and then we could race him on the big Rez!”But we were on a

bigger mission and there was no one to ask about him. We headed home.Cradling the pottery

jar, we took turns singing as we ferried the water and the Water Monster Baby gently back to

our camp. The ceremony coursed to its height and after another day of feasting, a day of

resting, riding and joking, our Táa Diné friends packed up and drove away west to their homes.

Grandma felt better and life went on.Chapter 2A Round Horse in a Square HoleSometimes

even the wind has to catch her breath, for now and again the sound of the wind politely held

off, resting from her loud project of sieving winter out of the mountain springtime air, using the

delicious smelling end-buds of Firs, Pines and Junipers as a colander.During those lulls, you

could hear the wet clicks and gurgling trickles of the remaining shade-sheltered snow patches

melting in the sun; the lacy winter ice that still clung to the edges of the potholes that peppered

those big raspy capstone tongues that paved the flat tops of our fossil packed sandstone cliffs

melting into cliff top pools.This shy, rock-wetting sound was the favorite of animals listening

everywhere: those still underground and those already emerged, for the collective din of all

those tiny dribbling voices from a couple miles of creekside cliffs meant we must congratulate

one another on having survived yet another cold winter up in the highlands of New

Mexico.Dammed by the edgerock, these cliff-top pools would eventually overflow, the cold

water careening off the cliffs to hang in long strings of droplets so evenly spaced as to create

screens of glass pearls that seemed to stand still, like beads in a curtained entrance to the little

cliffside caves and ledges.But at the base rock, onto which these waterfalls crashed from their

fifty-foot free fall, the curtains exploded into a fog of mist from whose violence the frail Pasque

Flowers, sheltered by the over-hanging boulder bottoms from where they peeked, just missed

being thrummed to death.All the plants, birds, bugs, mammals, rocks and a few humans (the

reptiles were still all sensibly asleep) knew, though all these tiny melting sounds throughout the

mountains gave birth to a short-lived annual spring rendezvous of waterfalls and great stone

walls of seeping water, that Her generous moistening of our otherwise much drier world was in

reality Her pushing as hard as she might to get as far away from us as she could, rushing her

water into any local stream, and from there on to a proper river, rolling frantically down, down,

in white water currents to her Mother the sea, negotiating a thousand tricky miles of dams and

irrigation projects farther to the south to get there.Our winters in the mountains were nothing



less than an annual re-enthronement of the royalty of what little remained of the Pleistocene,

who still alive at the edges of its past, now only ruled in a single season, but who faithfully left

the throne to Spring, who took our ice-age snow melt too quickly away from the arms of the

land back into the rising oceans.But the aroma of last year’s rotting leaves, dead creatures,

earth, and stone exposed by the melt of the mountain springtime no doubt smelled in some

small way no different than it must have, the first time it ever happened, after a hundred

millennia of glacial ice finally thawed into the cyclic seasons of our day. What an aroma that

must have been! And in its new annual miniature form, this smell in our late spring still

released into the air so many of those original life-giving-post-Pleistocene-snow-melt ions that

it could reboot the body and soul of every plant, animal, and person that had ever been allowed

to sniff it, or drink its electric trickles rolling over the eaves of the cave edges.This smell was an

old smell that made all things new again. A smell whose inhaling firmly bucked off all the B.S.

of every tail-chasing, mind-wasting entropic winter preoccupation to which the modern person’s

mental claws so desperately cling to keep from losing their place in the checkout line at

civilization’s insane shopping-mall-existence and silly cyber-assisted parade to anywhere

besides the sanity of Nature.This smell cleared the mind of impossibility and cleaned the soul

of desperation, and gave the body organs bravery enough to live on another year in a mortal

world.The imaginations of our natural souls gently herded out of winter’s quiet abbreviation of

living by this mind-reaming smell of springtime’s creaking-thaw, were once again whipped back

to life, and like water dribbling through the purple lichen-covered stones, could again dream

some outrageous, unlikely plant-like notions complete with roots, fruit and a hope of culture

beyond our own.But…Not today…!For at that very moment—like all my horses who suddenly

exploded, crashing against the corral fencing, looking for any way out—my own dreamy core

jumped out of its annual springtime reverie, flushing like a covey of startled quail.The entire

land jumped when the roar of a shiny Blazer rolled into our mountain camp. Like a monster

maneuvering too fast between the trees and my blinking soul, its horn blared away even after

the Blazer had stopped, and its engine stilled not thirty feet from where I’d been sniffing spring

and listening to the water heading to the sea.The synthetic stink of a car just switched off, the

creaks and pings of an engine trying to cool took over the air, under the still-fading echoes of

the horn off the canyon cliff, until a lady’s voice began to bugle from the driver’s window, “Hello,

hello, hello,” launching another kind of echo over the receding sound of their entrance.“Hello,

hello, are you Martín?”I descended the cliffside, ambling sideways down the rocks, and before I

could answer, a middle-aged woman popped from behind the wheel, grabbed a walker from

the backseat and rushed to meet a rather roly-poly gentleman spilling his generous self out of

the passenger side.His door swung wide open in the sun and before he’d even properly

plugged himself into his walking device, and before his feet had met the rugged mountain

ground, he too commenced bellowing as loud as he was big in what was intended, I’m sure, to

be a friendly, well-rehearsed blaring introduction:“Hello sir. We’ve come to buy that tough little

Spanish Barb gelding you’re trying to sell that’s short enough for a man like me to mount, and

strong enough to carry my weight, and that can go the distance.”What looked to be ten, one-

hundred-dollar bills fluttered in his right hand all the while he sang this well-rehearsed

refrain:“And here’s a thousand dollars, so we can buy that little horse right away and get this all

settled before some accursed idiot gets a hold of him before I do, like the last time.”Growing up

in my family, and with proud Pueblo Natives, “money flashers” like this were invariably assumed

to be Texans, and such flashing of money was pretty much considered an insult to the more

gradual back and forth trading to which we were more accustomed. Though always humored,

none of us were ever impressed, no matter how economically hard-pressed any of us might



have been. Anyway, I was still full of the delicious smells of spring on the mountain, and for my

soul, I did what we always did. I laughed.“Looky here, I’ve got a picture of the horse I’m looking

for right here,” and with his walker propped against the Blazer door he deftly slid a pretty fancy

photo album off his dashboard (he was a photographer it seems) and managed to pull a large

photo from it and push it into my hands.I hadn’t even spoken yet. Not one word!“Now, this guy

here is exactly the kind of animal we want to buy. The lady at the stables said if anyone had

another horse like this, it would probably be you.”Walking out of the deep shade of the trees

into the light where I could see more clearly, there to my great astonishment, for all the world to

see, was a picture of none other than that very same bothersome, little, buckskin Indian pony

from the Water Monster Springs who had been dive-bombing my Zajlani and her colt! I couldn’t

believe it.But in this picture, he was captured in a big square photo, frozen and unmoving, not

wild and scary, with no vicious whinny, his forelock combed, standing very calmly, all squared

up in a square fenced pen, squarely mounted by a pretty square looking little fellow sitting in a

tiny English saddle, with a proper riding helmet strapped on his square little chin, holding the

reins very squarely in his gloved fists, one of which gripped an English riding crop! How

peculiar! I had to chuckle.Still laughing in wonder, I turned my head to read my horses off on

the hill: they were still tense, but quietly lined up together, acutely assessing the proceedings

from a safe distance.Natives laugh about everything.Some people didn’t understand Indians

when they laughed, not recognizing it as the audial flowering on the tree of a joyful soul, for

their own chuckles were the swing of a sword, the fling of a stone, the firing of a social bullet

intending to mock or make another small. So where I grew up, Natives learned not to laugh

around whites and to fear a white man’s mocking laughter. Because of that, a lot of whites

thought Natives were stonefaced.I unfortunately never learned the custom of hiding my glee

and laughed at all irony in the delight that something bigger than people was at work in the

world.Fortunately these two didn’t notice much of anything besides their own narrow

trajectory.They’d ask me a question and forget to listen for my response, and as soon as I’d

begin to make one, they’d interrupt with more questions, which of course made me laugh even

more.The horses and I concluded these frantic people were a couple of privately endowed

Dust Devils, who after three pots of coffee each, couldn’t slow down, and spent their entire

existence spinning and raising dust in search of interesting people and meaningful situations!

They couldn’t stand still long enough to take in anything I was trying to convey, like the fact I

had no horses for sale, hadn’t sold a horse in two years, and wasn’t raising Barbs to sell them,

but just had them so they existed once again.“You are Martín, aren’t you? The lady at the

stables said Martín would have just the horses we were looking for. This one they had there,

the one in the picture was already sold out from under us, and she said if anyone had one just

like him it would be Martín. Are you Martín?”“Yes, I’m Martín, but I’m not selling…”“You’re not

selling old Spanish horses for endurance rides? The lady at the stables said she knew you and

you were selling them, that’s why we’re here,” said the lady of the Blazer, sounding slightly

pissed.“What lady is this?” I asked, wondering who would be sending these kinds of impatient,

big-city, whirlwind types to my camp. I couldn’t guess.After pressing a fancy business card into

my left palm with his puffy pale fingers, Mr. and Mrs. Whirlwind from Arizona crawled back into

their Blazer, lit the engine, handed me the photo to keep and yelling over the motor, the fellow

made clear:“If any horse like this one crosses your path, no matter who owns ’em, please give

us a ring, we’ll pay you a finder’s fee, I’m serious.” And just like they whirled in, they whirled out,

honking when they hit the asphalt, already running.“Randy and Manny Lochmier, Action

Photographers,” read the card. Dust Devil people. Obnoxious but affable. The horses were still

bunched up and watched for a long time, just to make sure they were really gone.Chapter



3Your Waiter Today Will Be…Besides it not being any of my business whatsoever, it was also

beneath my natural born dignity and totally out of character for me to be calling up the people

at the stables that the Whirlwind People had mentioned to find out why they were sending

people out into my mountains to buy tough Barb horses, when they knew very well, those I

had, I wasn’t selling.What was it to me, that I should be such a busybody as to call them up to

ascertain if indeed the butter-colored horse in that photo was the same wild horse at the Water

Monster’s Springs? What difference did any of it make, that I should need them to tell me how

such an incorrigibly rude feral Mesta style Indian pony had come to be a resident equine photo

prop in their proper Dutch-door, stall-type stables, all tamed up and genteel?Why should I care

who bought that mysterious horse out from under Randy and Manny Lochmier (the Whirlwind

People)? Especially since I hated talking on telephones at all, on top of which, most horse

people drove me nuts no matter how we spoke.But…I phoned them anyway!The people at the

stables laughed when I called, having taken bets whether I would or not. The horse in the

photo had not been sold at all. They were just boarding him for a Ms. Estacionero who still

owned him, and that he was still very much for sale, and why didn’t I just please come by and

have a look at the little horse, which is why they’d sent the Dust Devil people up to my camp, to

pique my interest. The stable people figured it would be unlikely that I would not come down

out of my canyons to at least get a look at a horse like this.Ms. Estacionero, they said, had

made up the story about the horse having been sold to get the action photographers off her

back, because she didn’t like their mainstream vibe, despite the fact that they’d been willing to

pay double the asking price (all to the great eyeball-rolling of the stable owners).This little

horse in their stable and in the photo was the Guardian of the Water Monster Spring. After

escaping from Ms. Estacionero’s land partner’s pasture just east of the Pecos river, he ran

further back into the mountains, and when he found the Ojo Sarco hillside springs (the Water

Monster Spring), like some mountain outlaw, he installed himself there and began boldly

assaulting anyone who came to fetch the precious water. For over a year he ruled that

mountainside.Strangely, Ms. Estacionero didn’t know where he’d ended up, figuring he was just

gone, and never seriously searched for him. Most of these tough mountain people would have

shot and killed that horse in a second with no qualms, and no one knows why they didn’t.

Instead Mr. Maestas called the local brand inspector who darted the horse and eventually

located his rightful mistress and returned him to her with a waived fine (that’s what nice

livestock inspectors do).Knowing she could never handle his wildness, and that he’d refuse to

be a pasture ornament and would just jump out again, Ms. Estacionero made the decision to

sell him. So, she boarded him at these stables, offered to pay them to train him for riding and

put him up for sale through newspaper ads and posters.For six months, a string of interested

parties came in to see him at these stables, and not a few of these made good offers to buy the

horse, but she refused every one of them! When questioned, she said the horse told her she

should wait for just the right party to show up and take him, ’cause she was a New Age Healer

and by channeling the horse’s spirit he would let her know.Meanwhile, the feed and lodging bill

had continued to mount unpaid, and after eight months the stables were pressing Ms.

Estacionero to sell him to pay what she owed them, so they started looking for buyers too.
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